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Towards powerful future
parallel computing
Parallel computing

European industry is striving, in a competitive

opers and both research centres and academ-

techniques based on multi-

global market, to improve data-processing

ics from across Europe – was tasked with

core processing are gaining

power, streaming applications, wireless and

exploring and developing massively parallel

mobile access, remote medical diagnosis, arti-

processing architectures based on much more

ficial intelligence and more. Manufacturers

sophisticated many-core processors.

have given up extracting ever greater perfor-

Key targets were to:

between multi-core and

mance from a single processor core; industry

• Investigate massively parallel processing to

many-core architectures,

is moving to multi-core, and eventually many-

support both shared-memory systems with

where hundreds of

core, architectures.

cache coherence and streaming with mes-

Parallel computing based on multi-core pro-

sage-passing models;

ground, but have run into
the sand at the threshold

processors can be

cessing, or assigning multiple processors to

• Prove a scalable multi-processing concept in

speed up processing of very large data files, is

hardware/software, processor architecture

chip. The markets are crying

not new. Technology advances have already

and protocols, design, validation and imple-

out for such computing

pushed the capability frontiers in multi-core

mentation; and

incorporated into a single

power, especially for
applications like video
streaming. But industry lacks
the knowledge and tools to
design, program and run
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processing to between 10 and 100 processors

• Produce product and system prototypes for

within a chip. Now the latest leading-edge

demonstration as real industrial applications.

research is focusing on many-core processing

The project targeted the principal technologi-

with between 100 and 1,000 processors on a

cal problems involved in many-core process-

single chip.

ing, especially for architectures with tens or
hundreds of processor cores. As classical

Bridging knowledge gap

the project built on a distributed, packet-

The TSAR project, tasked

Yet this many-core era is still only emerging.

with bridging this knowledge

There remains a lack of knowledge about

gap, has come up with

how to build, program or manage systems of

scalable many-core

64 to 1024 processors, and the computer-

architectures that can
include up to more than 103
processors.

shared buses do not have the ability to scale,
switched network-on-chip (NoC) approach.

Co-operative multi-processing

architecture community lacks the infrastruc-

TSAR focused on co-operative multi-process-

ture tools to carry out this research. The

ing. No master processor is required; all pro-
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cessors are at the same level, process the same

this knowledge gap.

data and use the same memory space. The

The consortium – including a chipmaker, a

challenge was to develop the protocol to make

major computer manufacturer, systems devel-

this possible.

The work required in-network management

tion. This sequential C program is a multi-

of cache coherence and memory consistency.

threaded application where the number of

Design of protocols and NoC architectures,

threads can be adjusted to fit the number of

development of appropriate software –

processors. The scalability of the distributed

including operating systems (OSs), parallel-

hybrid cache-coherence protocol implement-

system programming and compilation – and

ed in the TSAR many-cores architecture was

virtual and field programmable gate array

demonstrated, providing a quasi-linear

(FPGA) based prototyping were all key

speedup, up to 512 processor cores.
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tocols for new hardware and software appli-
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Many-core architectures
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• A new OS concept, supporting the non-
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applications on the 2D mesh by the
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the multi-processor virtual prototype; and

The results of TSAR are also feeding into a

• Demonstration of a hardware FPGA proto-

new CATRENE project, SHARP. This aims to

type containing one complete TSAR cluster

develop a heterogeneous high-performance

– four processor cores.

computing platform to accelerate specific
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